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I am sure there is wisdom to be found in all of these, but mostly I have been reading the Old Testament. I started reading it because I was auditing a course
in which, every week, we made our way ...
Reading the Old Testament While Pregnant
"No acting-prize hopefuls here," writes Kelly Vance in this week's review. "Frequent TV actor [Savannah] Whitten, in the title role, exhibits a lot of
exaggerated energy in her sex scenes, each of ...
Female Trouble: Reincarnated biblical she-devil ‘Lillith’ goes to college; horny frat boys beware
The artist discusses the rhetoric behind his figurative paintings, the role of Abstraction and explores “consciousness as a weapon for change.” ...
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Tesfaye Urgessa On The Politics Of Art, Emotions And Freedom
The Bible is the world’s best-selling book, but how many people really understand what it is trying to say? That question intrigued Rancho Santa Fe
resident Paige Vanosky, and led her on a personal ...
RSF resident releases new book ‘The 30-Minute Bible – God’s Story for Everyone’
She directed participants to the Bible creation story, which shows that humans “are co-laborers ... into A.I. … Why is it that people who understand culture,
literature, art and religion are not part ...
Can Religion Guide the Ethics of A.I.?
which are as old as the art of storytelling. In particular, Mr. Packard’s story echoes the biblical book of Jonah, who languished in the belly of a giant fish or
whale for three days before ...
Why We Keep Telling Legends of Sea Monsters
His books include The Art of Prayer: A Simple Guide to Conversation with ... fervency fails us or circumstances tarnish the gleam of our picture of God?
As the biblical narrative unfolds, I see a ...
Living between the Bible’s first and last prayers
But who was Deborah, and what can we learn from her leadership, her character, and her role in the biblical narrative? Deborah’s story is contained in the
fourth and fifth chapters of the book ...
7 Lessons We Can Learn from Deborah in the Bible
The coastal region is full of color from the blue of skies, ocean and crabs to the rainbow "Efflorescence" of art in Lewes.
Colorful coastal tales, art, shellfish and more
Calendula is a thoughtful instructor in the art of boldness ... I’ve recently discovered that boldness, in a biblical sense, is something else entirely. The New
Testament book of Acts includes ...
What does it mean to practice 'boldness'?
Generations of Baylor students have studied religion and history in the 65-year-old Tidwell Bible Building, which will soon receive ... The plans called for
a 10-story building that would feature “the ...
The Story of Tidwell Bible Building
Five strange tales are included in this compendium of comics from the Abyssmal vault. This tome collects stories of monsteriffic scientific
experimentation, a horrible first date, Biblical beginnings ...
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Comic Book Review – Myths From The Abyss #1
I’ve lived on this street for 12 years, but for the last three I’ve spent most of my time at Cal State San Bernardino, in my art studio. With COVID-19
reshaping reality, and civil unrest revealing the ...
Who is my neighbor? A new project in the realm of art known as social practice
New Double Album, JUDAS, available NOW! “And nothing do they know!” German metal visionaries LORD OF THE LOST set free another visually
stunning piece of art with the impressive music video for their ...
LORD OF THE LOST Releases Third Single and Controversial Video “The Gospel Of Judas”
We’d love to say that was a purely hypothetical question, but it’s also the subject of the upcoming supernatural horror drama Lamb, from Icelandic director
Valdimar Jóhannsson, which is scheduled to ...
Watch the Unsettling Trailer for Disturbing A24 Biblical Horror Film Lamb
A Mennonite museum in Lewis County has its hands on a Bible so rare, there are fewer than 10 of them on the continent.
Lewis County museum is home to rare Bible from 1556
The final year art student was inspired by the creation story in Genesis, particularly the sixth day when God created land animals and then humans. But
Zoey imagines how things might have ...
Not your average tea party! Taxidermy animals celebrate with alcohol and cake in whimsical university art project inspired by the Bible that imagines the
world before God ...
Yup! How about short, intriguing and incredible looking pixel-art mystery adventure with How We Know We're Alive.
How We Know We're Alive - a free point & click mystery set in Sweden's bible belt
In March 1990, two men in police uniforms walked into a museum in Boston, and walked out with more than half a billion dollars' worth of art ... depicts
the Biblical story of the disciples ...
The most valuable stolen artworks currently at large
When the National Gallery of Art finishes its multistage comeback with ... An exception is the Museum of the Bible, which on May 20 stopped requiring
vaccinated staff and visitors to wear masks ...
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